Welcome to the 2013 OnGuard safety eyewear program.

In the world of prescription safety eyewear, no brand offers more ways to protect a worker’s vision than OnGuard. With more than 100 styles in 7 materials from which to choose, there’s an optimum OnGuard prescription safety frame to fit every worker and every budget.

See what’s new in our Leader® Collection for 2013

Cool, sporty styles with unsurpassed comfort - that’s what workers can expect from the Leader collection. Lightweight, non-conductive styles feature integrated side shields for superior protection in virtually any work environment. New this year is our OG 220FS (full seal) design for even better protection against airborne particulates. Our 500 Series stainless steel styles feature integrated spring hinges, co-molded temples, and our patented EZ shield side shields. The Leader Collection - it just gets better.

Wears like a pair of glasses, protects like a goggle

The OG 220 Family

The biggest news in industrial safety frames - available in two sizes, vibrant women’s colors, and a new full seal version!

OG 220FS

Full Seal, Non-Conductive

FogBuster®

the anti-fog treatment that really works!

- ideal for industrial safety and other eyewear
- Convenient, single use towelette system
- Prevents lens fogging for hours or days, depending on application
- Goes on clear, stays clear
- Available in 10, 30, and 60 count packaging
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Durable, removable eye seal

Adjustable strap

Dust dam protector option

Replacement peripheral seals

Comfortable flex finger bridge

Exclusive SAFE-LOK™ locking system keeps lenses and temples tight for superior impact resistance.

Pre-moistened towelettes dispensing pack

Reusable dry wipes

Lens cleaner spray with disposable dry wipes

Lens Care

Retainers with a safety release and a multi-functional end to fit any safety frame temple!

Safety Eyewear Accessories . . .

the complete safety eyewear solution!

OnGuard®

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY EYEWEAR

the complete safety eyewear solution!
with less frame mass. A-2 eyewear is significantly thinner and lighter yet, incredibly, it exceeds the ANSI Z87.1 2010 impact standard by a comfortable margin.

**A-2 Frame Technology**

Patented SpringGuard™ flex posterior lens, tip design provides superior lens retention with SpringGuard beveled lenses.

Patented EZ Shield™ testless side shields provide the ultimate in easy permanent attachment.

**Value**

Double metal frames with traditional & contemporary styling.

**Premium**

Sporty metal frames featuring spring hinges.

**Basic**

Safety at a low price.

A-2 frames feature the patented SpringGuard™ lens retention system which secures the lenses efficiently with less frame mass. A-2 eyewear is significantly thinner and lighter yet, incredibly, it exceeds the ANSI Z87.1 2010 impact standard by a comfortable margin.

**A-2 Collections**

Our premium collection of energy-absorbing frames that hold adjustment,跷跷板 lightweight and comfortable.

**Flex Titanium**

Today’s popular styling with a wide range of appeal, featuring spring hinges.

**Titanium**

Superior collection of durable frames that are lightweight and corrosion resistant, featuring spring hinges.

**Quick Frame Number Cross Reference Chart**